
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL FESTSPIEL 

"Bei uns ist immer was los!" 

Salzburger Festspiele / Salzburg Festival 
(held for 5 weeks starting, in late July) 

On Wednesday, the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra delivered the festival's 

grand finale after a banner summer that saw listeners return in pre
pandemic numbers. This was the orchestra's crowning stop on its ongoing 

$2.5 million, nine-city European tour, a pilgrimage intended to bolster the 

orchestra and city's international reputation. 

The orchestra spent less than 24 hours in Salzburg before jetting off to its 

next stop. Alas, many of the street food vendors in the nearby plaza had 

already left as the festival wrapped up - a culinary travesty for our 

musicians (and critic). 

Nevertheless the meat of the program, Mahler's first symphony, delighted 
with its vigor. The orchestra has played this music many times this tour, 

and each concert is slightly different. At the Grosses Festspielhaus - a 

resonant hall that envelopes listeners with a plush "cushion" of sound -

the third movement proved particularly enchanting. A jovial klezmer tune 
interrupts a sonorous, funereal version of the children's tune "Frere 

Jacques," a bit like one's tipsy, jolly aunt accidentally wandering into a 

wake in the next room. More than once. 

"It's the American orchestra with the most European sound," said Florian 

Weigand, the festival's director of concerts and media, in our pre-concert 

chat. 

Twenty years ago, Weigand earned a master's degree from Carnegie Mellon 

University and worked for the Pittsburgh Symphony. 

"When Mozart walked here, it looked pretty much like it does today," he 

said. "The city was already ancient then." 

That history is palpable as you wander among Salzburg's churches, alleys 

and castles with the Alps visible in the distance. 

The festival itself, which operates with a nearly $70 million euro budget, 

feels appropriately grand as well. The 2,000-seat hall was completely sold 


